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codepoetry releases Notae 2.1
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codepoetry has announced the release of Notae 2.1. Notae 2.1 brings significant
improvements over the previous version of the popular advanced notebook software by
including such features as complete AppleScript support for note and tag creation and
manipulation as well as import and export of notes to various formats, a URL download
queue for downloading large numbers of Web Notes, and a resizable Tag Browser view.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
codepoetry has announced the release of Notae 2.1. Notae 2.1 brings significant
improvements over the previous version of the popular advanced notebook software by
including such features as complete AppleScript support for note and tag creation and
manipulation as well as import and export of notes to various formats, a URL download
queue for downloading large numbers of Web Notes, and a resizable Tag Browser view.
Notae is a powerful solution to the problem of keeping track of notes and information that
a user collects while working with the computer. By incorporating the full power of Mac OS
X's text system, Notae presents an easy and capable workspace for writing short notes or
long essays, all with easy access to Mac OS X's powerful typography tools. While other
tools merely include the standard Apple Text menu, Notae has assigned traditional keyboard
shortcuts to kerning, leading, and other text commands so that you never have to leave the
keyboard to get the look you want or navigate through your notes.
In addition to creating text notes, Notae allows users to keep PDF notes or even download
web pages as Web Notes for future reference. Every note type can be tagged and organized,
enabling the user to easily locate the note in the future via the innovative Tag Browser
feature.
Notae 2.1 requires Mac OS X 10.4 or later. After the 28-day demonstration period, the
program can be registered for $29 USD.
Website:
http://www.codepoetry.net/products/
Product URL:
http://www.codepoetry.net/products/notae/
Direct Download Link:
http://www.codepoetry.net/files/releases/Notae-2.1.zip

Located in Austin, Texas, Adam Knight has been developing personal productivity software
solutions since 2000. With a major emphasis on total customer satisfaction, codepoetry is
committed to providing the highest quality software. Mac and the Mac logo are trademarks
of Apple Computer, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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